What is it?
Irritation and inflammation of the nerve (“neuritis”) on the inside portion of the elbow (the ulnar nerve) can lead to elbow pain, and numbness, tingling, and weakness of the involved hand. If diagnosed early, the treatment is usually straightforward. However, if the condition is diagnosed very late, then surgery may be required.

Causes
When the elbow is bent, the ulnar nerve is pulled over the bony portion of the elbow known as the medial epicondyle, sometimes called the “funny bone”. Keeping the elbow bent or leaning on it for long periods of time, as well as repetitively bending the elbow, can cause irritation of the nerve. Also, in some people, the nerve slides in and out behind the bone leading to irritation.

Risk Factors
• Prolonged or repetitive activities that cause the elbow to be bent
• Swelling of the elbow joint
• Arthritis of the elbow
• Previous fractures or dislocations of the elbow

Symptoms
• Numbness or tingling in the little and ring finger
• Pain on the inside of the elbow
• Grip weakness or difficulty with small movements such as typing

Diagnosis
A sports medicine physician will ask an athlete questions about their symptoms and sports activities. A careful physical exam will be performed, usually of the neck, shoulder, elbow, and hand. Tapping the area over the “funny bone” may cause electric-like shocks or feeling in the fingers if the nerve is irritated. X-rays may be taken to help exclude other causes for the patient’s symptoms. Sometimes, a nerve conduction test may be used to help make the diagnosis.

Treatment
• Anti-inflammatory medications will often be prescribed to help reduce swelling around the nerve.
• A brace may be used at night to help keep the arm in a straight position.
• Exercises may be given to help the nerve slide normally in the groove.
• If the above treatments do not work or if the nerve is compressed, the doctor may recommend surgical treatment.

Prevention
• Activities that lead to repetitive bending at the elbow, or activities that cause the elbow to be bent for long periods of time, should be avoided.
• The elbow should not be rested in a bent position for long periods, like when using a computer or driving a car, with the arm resting on the open window.
• If symptoms are mild, a towel loosely wrapped around the elbow at night can help keep the elbow from bending.

Return to Play
• After a 2-3 week pain-free period, athletes may begin to gradually return to their activities.
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AMSSM is a multi-disciplinary organization of sports medicine physicians dedicated to education, research, advocacy and the care of athletes of all ages. The majority of AMSSM members are primary care physicians with fellowship training and added qualification in sports medicine who then combine their practice of sports medicine with their primary specialty. AMSSM includes members who specialize solely in non-surgical sports medicine and serve as team physicians at the youth level, NCAA, NFL, MLB, NBA, WNBA, MLS and NHL, as well as with Olympic teams. By nature of their training and experience, sports medicine physicians are ideally suited to provide comprehensive medical care for athletes, sports teams or active individuals who are simply looking to maintain a healthy lifestyle. Find a sports medicine physician in your area at www.amssm.org.